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Abstract
Recently, few certified defense methods have
been developed to provably guarantee the robustness of a text classifier to adversarial synonym substitutions. However, all existing certified defense methods assume that the defenders are informed of how the adversaries generate synonyms, which is not a realistic scenario. In this paper, we propose a certifiably
robust defense method by randomly masking
a certain proportion of the words in an input
text, in which the above unrealistic assumption
is no longer necessary. The proposed method
can defend against not only word substitutionbased attacks, but also character-level perturbations. We can certify the classifications of
over 50% texts to be robust to any perturbation of 5 words on AGNEWS, and 2 words on
SST2 dataset. The experimental results show
that our randomized smoothing method significantly outperforms recently proposed defense
methods across multiple datasets.1

1

Introduction

Although deep neural networks have achieved
prominent performance on many NLP tasks, they
are vulnerable to adversarial examples that are intentionally crafted by replacing, scrambling, and
erasing characters (Gao et al., 2018; Ebrahimi et al.,
2018) or words (Alzantot et al., 2018; Ren et al.,
2019a; Zheng et al., 2020; Jin et al., 2020; Li et al.,
2020) under certain semantic and syntactic constraints. These adversarial examples are imperceptible to humans but can easily fool deep neural networks. The existence of adversarial examples has
raised serious concerns, especially when deploying
such NLP models to security-sensitive tasks.
Many methods have been proposed to defend
against adversarial attacks for neural NLP models.
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Most of them are evaluated empirically, including adversarial data augmentation (Jin et al., 2020;
Zheng et al., 2020), adversarial training (Madry
et al., 2018; Zhu et al., 2020), Dirichlet Neighborhood Ensemble (DNE) (Zhou et al., 2020) and so
on. Although the above-mentioned methods can
empirically defend against the attack algorithms
used during the training, the trained model often
cannot survive from other stronger attacks. Certified defense methods have recently been proposed (Jia et al., 2019; Huang et al., 2019) by
certifying the performance within the convex hull
formed by the embeddings of a word and its synonyms. However, due to the difficulty of propagating convex hull through deep neural networks,
they compute a loose outer bound using Interval
Bound Propagation (IBP). As a result, IBP-based
certified defense methods are hard to scale to large
architectures such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019).
To achieve certified robustness on large architectures, Ye et al. (2020) proposed SAFER, a randomized smoothing method that can provably ensure
that the prediction cannot be altered by any possible
synonymous word substitution. However, existing
certified defense methods assume that the defenders know how the adversaries generate synonyms,
which is not a realistic scenario since we cannot
impose a limitation on the synonym table used by
the attackers. Actually, existing adversarial attack
algorithms for NLP models may use a synonym
table in which a single word can have many (up to
50) synonyms (Jin et al., 2020), generate synonyms
dynamically by using BERT (Li et al., 2020), or
perform character-level perturbations (Gao et al.,
2018; Li et al., 2019) to launch attacks.
In this paper, we propose RanMASK, a certifiably robust defense method against text adversarial attacks based on a new randomized smoothing
technique for NLP models. The proposed method
works by repeatedly performing random “mask”
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Season grades for every college football team this fall.
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Season scores for every college fo0tba1l team this fall.
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Figure 1: Consider an original sentence given at the top, we assume that an adversarial example is created by
replacing the word “grades” with “scores” and “football” with “fo0tba1l”. Taking the adversarial example as input,
we randomly mask three words (indicated by [MASK]) on the input and generate a set of masked copies. A base
classifier is then used to label each of these masked copies (only five are shown here for clarity), and the prediction
scores on the masked texts are ensembled to get a robust output.

operations on an input text, in order to generate a
large set of masked copies of the text. A base classifier is then used to classify each of these masked
texts, and the final robust classification is made
by “majority vote” (see Figure 1). In the training
time, the base classifier is also trained with similar
masked text samples.
The key idea is that, if a sufficient number of
words are randomly masked from a text before the
text is given to the base classifier and a relatively
small number of words have been intentionally perturbed, then it is highly unlikely that all of the
perturbed words (adversarially chosen) are present
in a given masked text. Note that remaining just
some of these perturbed words is often not enough
to fool the base classifier. Given a text x and a
potentially adversarial text x0 , if we use a statistically sufficient number of random masked samples,
and if the observed “gap” between the number of
“votes” for the top class and the number of “votes”
for any other class at x is sufficiently large, then we
can guarantee with high probability that the robust
classification at x0 will be the same as it is at x.
Therefore, we can prove that with high probability, the smoothed classifier will label x robustly
against any text adversarial attack which is allowed
to perturb a certain number of words in an input
text at both word-level and character-level.
The major advantage of our method over existing certified defense methods is that our certified
robustness is not based on the assumption that the
defenders know how the adversaries generate synonyms. Given a text, the adversaries are allowed
to replace few words with their synonyms (wordlevel perturbation) or deliberately misspell few of
them (character-level perturbation). Through extensive experiments on multiple datasets, we show

that RanMASK achieved better performance on
adversarial samples than existing defense methods.
Experimentally, we can certify the classifications
of over 50% sentences to be robust to any perturbation of 5 words on AGNEWS dataset, and 2 words
on SST2. Furthermore, unlike most certified defenses (except SAFER), the proposed method is
easy to implement and can be integrated into any
existing neural network including those with large
architecture such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019).

2

Related Work

Many defense methods have been proposed to defend against text adversarial attacks, which can
roughly be divided into two categories: empirical
(Miyato et al., 2017; Sato et al., 2018; Zhou et al.,
2020; Dong et al., 2021) and certified (Jia et al.,
2019; Huang et al., 2019; Ye et al., 2020) methods.
Adversarial data augmentation is one of the most
effective empirical defenses (Ren et al., 2019b; Jin
et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020) for NLP models. During the training time, they replace a word with one
of its synonyms to create adversarial examples. By
augmenting these adversarial examples with the
original training data, the model is robust to such
perturbations. However, the number of possible
perturbations scales exponentially with sentence
length, so data augmentation cannot cover all perturbations of an input text. Zhou et al. (2020) and
Dong et al. (2021) use a convex hull formed by a
word and its synonyms to capture word substitutionbased perturbations, and they guarantee with high
probability that the model is robust at any point
within the convex hull. Adversarial training (Miyato et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2020) is another one
of the most successful empirical defense methods
by adding norm-bounded adversarial perturbations

to word embeddings and minimizes the resultant
adversarial loss. However, they focus on the effects
on generalization rather than the robustness against
adversarial attacks.
Although the above empirical methods can experimentally defend the attack algorithms used during the training, the downside of such methods is
that failure to discover an adversarial example does
not mean that another more sophisticated attack
could not find one. Recently, a set of certified defenses has been introduced, which guarantees the
robustness to some specific types of attacks. For
example, Jia et al. (2019) and Huang et al. (2019)
use a bounding technique, Interval Bound Propagation (Gowal et al., 2018; Dvijotham et al., 2018), to
formally verify a model’s robustness against word
substitution-based perturbations. However, these
certified defense methods are usually hard to scale
to large networks, such as BERT. Ye et al. (2020)
proposed a certified robust method, called SAFER,
which is structure-free and can be applied to arbitrary large architectures.
All existing certified defense methods make an
unrealistic assumption that the defenders can access the synonyms used by the adversaries. They
could be broken by more sophisticated attacks
by using synonym sets with large size (Jin et al.,
2020), generating synonyms dynamically with
BERT (Li et al., 2020), or perturbing the inputs at
the character-level (Gao et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019).
In this paper, we show that random smoothing can
be integrating with random masking strategy to
boost the certified robust accuracy. In contrast to
existing certified robust methods, the above unrealistic assumption is no longer required. Furthermore,
the NLP models trained by our defense method can
defend against both the word substitution-based
attacks and character-level perturbations.

3

Preliminaries and Notation

For text classification, a neural network-based classifier f (x) maps an input text x ∈ X to a label
y ∈ Y, where x = x1 , . . . , xh is a text consisting
of h words and Y is a set of discrete categories.
Given an original input x, adversarial examples
are created to cause a model to make mistakes.
The adversaries may create an adversarial example x0 = x01 , . . . , x0h by perturbing at most d ≤ h
words in x. We say x0 is a good adversarial example of x for untargeted attack if:
f (x0 ) 6= y,

x − x0

0

≤d

(1)

where
output for x, and kx − x0 k0 =
Pn y is the truth
0
i=1 I{xi 6= xi } is the Hamming distance, with
I{·} the indicator function. For character-level perturbations, x0i is a visually similar misspelling or
typo of xi , and for word-level substitutions, x0i is
any of xi ’s synonyms, where the synonym sets are
chosen by the adversaries, which may not be known
by the defenders. A model f is said to be certified
robust against adversarial attacks on an input x if
it is able to give consistently correct predictions for
all the possible adversarial examples x0 under the
constraint of kx − x0 k0 ≤ d.
Let x x0 denote the set of word indices at
which x and x0 differ, so that |x x0 | = kx − x0 k0 .
For example, if x = “A B C E D” and x0 = “A
F C G D”, x x0 = {2, 4} and |x x0 | = 2.
Also, let S denote the set of indices {1, . . . , h},
I(h, k) ⊆ P(S) all sets of k unique indices in
S, where P(S) is the power set of S, and U(h, k)
the uniform distribution over I(h, k). Note that to
sample from U(h, k) is to sample k out of h indices
uniformly without replacement. For instance, an
element sampled from U(5, 3) might be {1, 3, 5}.
We define a mask operation M : X ×I(h, k) →
Xmask , where Xmask is a set of texts in which some
words may be masked. This operation takes an text
of length h and a set of indices as inputs and outputs
the text, with all words except those in the set replaced with a special token [MASK]. For example,
M(“A F C G D”, {1, 3, 5}) = “A [MASK] C
[MASK] D”. Following Devlin et al. (2019), we
use [MASK] to replace the words masked.

4

RanMASK: Certified Defense Method

Inspired by the work of (Cohen et al., 2019; Levine
and Feizi, 2020) in the image domain, our idea is
to replace a base model f with a more smoothed
model that is easier to verify by ensembling the
outputs of a number of random masked inputs. In
particular, let f : Xmask → Y be a base classifier,
which is trained to classify texts with some words
masked, and we define a smoothed classifier g(x):

g(x) = arg max
c∈Y


P

(f (M(x, H)) = c)

H∼U (hx ,kx )

(2)

where hx is the length of x, and kx is the number of words retained (not masked) from x, which
is calculated by bhx − ρ × hx e, where ρ is the
percentage of words that are masked. To simplify
notation, we let pc (x) denote the probability that,

after randomly masking, f returns the class c:
pc (x) =

P

By the definition of β, we have

(f (M(x, H)) = c).

(3)

H∼U (hx ,kx )

We are ready to prove the following theorem, which
can be used to develop a robustness certificate.
Theorem 1. Given text x and x0 , kx − x0 k0 ≤ d,
for all class c ∈ Y, we have:
pc (x) − pc (x0 ) ≤ β∆

(4)

where

pc (x) − pc (x0 ) ≤ β × P(H ∩ (x

kx

hx
kx

,

β = P(f (M(x, H)) = c | H ∩ (x

(5)

hx −|x x0 |
kx

hx
kx



0

x ) = ∅) =

x0 ) 6= ∅) = 1 − P(H ∩ (x

x0 ) = ∅)
hx −kx−x0 k 
0
kx
=1−

hx
kx

≤1−

pc (x) = P(f (M(x, H)) = c),

(6)

By the law of total probability, we have:
x0 ) = ∅])+
x0 ) 6= ∅])

pc (x0 ) =P([f (M(x0 , H)) = c] ∧ [H ∩ (x

x0 ) = ∅])+

0

x0 ) 6= ∅]).
(7)

Note that if H ∩ (x x0 ) = ∅, then x and x0 are
identical at all indices in H. In this case, we have
M(x, H) = M(x0 , H), which implies:
P(f (M(x, H)) = c | H ∩ (x

x0 ) = ∅) =

P(f (M(x0 , H)) = c | H ∩ (x

x0 ) = ∅)

(8)

x0 ) =

P([f (M(x, H)) = c] ∧ [H ∩ (x

x0 ) = ∅]) =

P([f (M(x0 , H)) = c] ∧ [H ∩ (x

x0 ) = ∅])

=∆
(14)

pc (x0 ) = P(f (M(x0 , H)) = c).

Multiplying both sizes of (8) by P(H ∩ (x
∅), we obtain:

hx −d
kx

hx
kx



Proof. Recall that H ∼ U(hx , kx ), we have:

P([f (M(x , H)) = c] ∧ [H ∩ (x

=

hx −kx−x0 k 
0
kx

hx
kx

where the last equality follows since H is a uniform
choice of kx elements from hx : there are hkxx
total ways to make this selection. Among all these
x0 |
selections, there are hx −|x
of which do not
kx
contain any element from x x0 .
By the constraint of kx − x0 k0 ≤ d, we have:

x ) 6= ∅).

P([f (M(x, H)) = c] ∧ [H ∩ (x

(12)

(13)

0

pc (x) =P([f (M(x, H)) = c] ∧ [H ∩ (x

x0 ) 6= ∅)

Note that,

P(H ∩ (x

hx −d

(11)

Substituting (11) into (10) gives:

P(H ∩ (x

Certified Robustness

∆=1−

x0 ) 6= ∅)

β × P(H ∩ (x

Then, g(x) can be defined as arg maxc∈Y pc (x).
In other words, g(x) denotes the class most likely
to be returned if we first randomly mask all but kx
words from x and then classify the resulting text
with the base classifier.
4.1

x0 ) 6= ∅]) =

P([f (M(x, H)) = c] ∧ [H ∩ (x

Combining inequalities (12) and (14) gives the
statement of Theorem 1.
It is impossible to exactly compute the probabilities with which f classifies M(x, H) as each class.
Therefore, it is also impossible to exactly evaluate
pc (x) and g(x) at any input x. Let pc (x) denote a
lower bound on pc (x), we can bound pc (x) with
(1 − α) confidence. Following Cohen et al. (2019)
and Jia et al. (2019), we estimates pc (x) using the
standard one-sided Clopper-Pearson method (Clopper and Pearson, 1934). Specifically, we randomly
construct n masked
P copies of x, then count for
class c as nc = ni I(f (M(x, H)) = c) according to the outputs of f (see Algorithm 2 for details).
Assuming that nc follows a binomial distribution
with parameters n and pc , nc ∼ B(n, pc ), where
pc = nc /n, we have:
pc (x) = Beta(α; nc , n − nc + 1),

(9)

By (7), (9) and the non-negativity of probability,
subtracting pc (x0 ) from pc (x) yields:
pc (x) − pc (x0 ) =

(15)

where Beta(α; u, v) is the α-th quantile of a beta
distribution with parameters u and v, and (1 − α)
is the confidence level.
Corollary 1.1. For text x, x0 , kx − x0 k0 ≤ d, if
pc (x) − β∆ > 0.5

(16)

0

P([f (M(x, H)) = c] ∧ [H ∩ (x

x ) 6= ∅])−

P([f (M(x0 , H)) = c] ∧ [H ∩ (x

x0 ) 6= ∅])

≤P([f (M(x, H)) = c] ∧ [H ∩ (x

x0 ) 6= ∅])

(10)

then, with probability at least (1 − α):
g(x0 ) = c

(17)

× 

Proof. With probability at least (1 − α) we have:
0.5 < pc (x) − β∆ ≤ pc (x) − β∆ ≤ pc (x )

(18)

-HQVHQ6KDQQRQGLYHUJHQFH

0



Where the last inequality is from Theorem 1. Then
g(x0 ) = c from the definition of g. If c = y (the
truth output for x) and if pc (x) − β∆ > 0.5, the
smoothed g is certified robust at the input x.
4.2

Algorithm 1 For estimating the value of β
1: procedure B ETA E STIMATOR(x, hx , kx , r, f, nr , nk )
2:
β←0
3:
A ← Sampling nr elements from U(hx , r)
4:
for each a in A do
5:
B ← Sampling nk elements from U(hx , kx )
6:
for each b in B do
7:
if a ∩ b = ∅ then
8:
B.delete(b)
9:
pc ← Using Eq. (3) with f and B.
10:
β ← β + pc
11:
β ← β/nr
12:
return β

The Monte Carlo-based algorithm used to evaluate β is given in Algorithm 1. We first sample
nr elements from U(hx , r) and each sampled element, denoted by a, is a set of indices where the
words are supposed to be perturbed. For every a,
we then sample nk elements from U(hx , kx ), each
of which, denoted by b, is set of indices where the
words are not masked. We remove those from nk
elements if the intersection of a and b is empty.
With the remaining elements and f , we can approximately compute the value of β.
As the value of r grows, for any a it is more
likely that a is overlapped with any sampled b, and
the value β will approach to pc (x). To investigate
how close the values of β and pc (x) are to each
other, we conducted an experiment on the test set of
AGNEWS, in which nr = 200 and nk = 10, 000,
and use the Jensen-Shannon divergence to calculate
the distance of these two distributions. As we can
seen from Figure 2, no matter what value of ρ is,
all the Jensen-Shannon divergences values are very




 
 
 
 
 





Estimating the Value of β

We discuss how to estimate the value of β defined
in Theorem 1 here. Recall that β is the probability that f will label the masked copies of x with
the class c where the indices of unmasked words
are overlapped with x x0 (i.e., the set of word
indices at which x and x0 differ). We use a Monte
Carlo algorithm to evaluating β by sampling a large
number of elements from U(hx , kx ). To simplify
notation, we let r denote the value of |x x0 |.
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Figure 2: The Jensen-Shannon divergence between the
values of β and pc (x) estimated on AGNEWS with different masking rate ρ. No matter what value of ρ is, all
the divergence values are less than 2.5 × 10−5 . Therefore, we can use pc (x) to approximate the value of β.

small and less than 2.5 × 10−5 . Therefore, we can
use pc (x) to approximate the value of β, namely
β ≈ pc (x), in all the following experiments.
Algorithm 2 For prediction and certification
1: procedure C LASSIFIER G(x, hx , kx , f, n)
2:
B ← sampling n elements from U(hx , kx )
3:
counts ← 0 for each label c ∈ Y
4:
for each H in B do
5:
xmask ← M(x, H), c ← f (xmask )
6:
counts[c] ← counts[c] + 1
7:
return count
8: procedure P REDICT(x, hx , kx , f, n)
9:
counts ← C LASSIFIER G(x, hx , kx , f, n)
10:
ĉ ← the top index with the maximum counts
11:
pĉ ← counts[ĉ]/n
12:
return ĉ, pĉ
13: procedure C ERTIFY(x, y, hx , kx , f, n, n0 , α)
14:
ĉ, pĉ ← P REDICT(x, hx , kx , f, n)
15:
if ĉ 6= y then return “N/A”
16:
else
17:
counts ← C LASSIFIER G(x, hx , kx , f, n0 )
18:
py ← Using Eq. (15) with counts[y], n0 and α
19:
β ← counts[y]/n0
20:
for d from 0 to hx do
21:
∆ ← Using Eq. (5) with hx , kx and d
22:
if py − β∆ > 0.5 then d ← d + 1
23:
else break
24:
return d

4.3

Practical Algorithms

In order for g to classify the labeled examples correctly and robustly, the base classifier f is trained to
classify texts in which ρ words are masked. Specifically, at each training iteration, we first sample a
mini-batch of samples and randomly performing
mask operation on the samples. We then apply gradient descent on f based on the masked mini-batch.
We present practical Monte Carlo algorithms for

5

Experiments

We first give the certified robustness of our RanMASK on AGNEWS (Zhang et al., 2015) and
SST2 (Socher et al., 2013) datasets, and then report
the empirical robustness on these datasets by comparing with other representative defense methods,
including PGD-K (Madry et al., 2018), FreeLB
(Zhu et al., 2020), Adv-Hotflip (Ebrahimi et al.,
2018), and adversarial data augmentation. Finally,
we empirically compare RanMASK with SAFER
(Ye et al., 2020), a recently proposed certified defense that also can be applied to BERT. We found
that different randomized smoothing methods may
behave quite differently when different ensemble
methods are used. We show that the “majority-vote”
ensemble sometimes could fool the score-based attack algorithms using the greedy search strategy.
5.1

Implementation Details

BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) was pretrained by using
a “masked language model”, and our mask operation is the same as that used in training BERT.
Therefore, we use BERT and its variant, RoBERTa
(Liu et al., 2019) as our base models. Unless otherwise specified, all the models are trained with
AdamW optimizer (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2019)

with a weight decay (1e − 6) and a learning rate
(5e − 5), which is decayed by the cosine annealing
method (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017).
We randomly selected 1, 000 test examples for
each dataset in both certified and empirical experiments. When conducting the experiments of certified robustness, we set the uncertainty α to 0.05,
the number of samples n for P REDICT procedure
to 1, 000, the number of samples n0 for C ERTIFY
to 5, 000. To evaluate the empirical robustness of
models, we set n to 100 to speed up the process.
5.2

Results of the Certified Robustness

We here provide the certified robustness of RanMASK on AGNEWS and SST2. We refer to the
following metrics when reporting certified results:
• The certified robustness of a text x is the
maximum d for which we can certify that the
smoothed classifier g(x0 ) will return the correct label y where x0 is any adversarial example of x such that kx − x0 k0 ≤ d. If g(x)
labels x incorrectly, we define the certified
robustness as “N/A” (see Algorithm 2).
• The certified rate of a text x is the certified
robustness of x divided by x’s length hx .
• The median certified robustness (MCB) on
a dataset is the median value of the certified
robustness across the dataset. It is the maximum d for which the smoothed classifier g
can guarantee robustness for at least 50% texts
in the dataset. In other words, we can certify
the classifications of over 50% texts to be robust to any perturbation of at most d words.
When computing this median, the texts which
g misclassifies are counted as having − certified robustness. For example, if the certified robustness of the texts in a dataset are
{N/A, N/A, 1, 2, 3}, the median certified robustness is 1, not 2.
• The median certified rate (MCR) on a dataset
is the median value of the certified rate across
the datasets, which is obtained in a similar
way to MCB.
8

evaluating g(x) and certifying the robustness of g
around x in Algorithm 2. Evaluating the smoothed
classifier’s prediction g(x) requires identify the
class c with maximal weight in the categorical distribution. The procedure described in pseudocode
as P REDICT randomly draws n masked copies of
x and runs these n copies through f . If c appeared
more than any other class, then P REDICT returns c.
Evaluating and certifying the robustness of g
around an input x requires not only identify the
class c with maximal weight, but also estimating a
lower bound pc (x) and β. The procedure described
as C ERTIFY, we first ensure that g correctly classifies x as y, and then estimate the values of pc (x)
and β by randomly generating n0 masked copies
of x, where n0 is much greater than n. We gradually increase the value of d (the number words
can be perturbed) from 0 by 1, and compute ∆
by Equation (5). This process will continue until
pc (x) − β∆ ≤ 0.5 (see Corollary 1.1), and when it
stops C ERTIFY returns d as the maximum certified
robustness for x. In this way, we can certify with
(1 − α) confidence that g(x0 ) will return the label y
for any adversarial example x0 if kx − x0 k0 ≤ d.

We first tested the robust classification on AGNEWS using RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) as the
base classifier. As we can see from Table 1, the
maximum MCB was achieved at 5 when using the
masking rate ρ = 90% or ρ = 95%, indicating that
we can certify the classifications of over 50% sentences to be robust to any perturbation of at most

5 words. We chose to use the model (ρ = 90%)
to evaluate the empirical robustness on AGNEWS
because it gives better classification accuracy.
Rate ρ% Accuracy%
40
96.2
50
95.7
60
95.7
65
95.0
70
94.5
75
93.9
92.0
80
85
92.2
90
91.1
85.8
95

MCB
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
4
5
5

MCR%
2.6
2.7
5.0
5.0
5.0
7.0
7.5
8.8
11.4
11.8

We evaluated the robust classification on SST2
using RoBERTa as the base classifier. As shown
in Table 2, the maximum MCB was achieved at 2
when ρ = 70% or 80%, indicating that over 50%
sentences are robust to any perturbation of 2 words.
But, these two models achieve the maximum MCB
in a higher cost of clean accuracy (about 10% drop
compared with the best). We chose to use the model
(ρ = 30%) to evaluate the empirical robustness on
SST2 due to its higher classification accuracy on
the clean data. We found that it is impossible to
train the models when ρ ≥ 90%. Unlike AGNEWS
(created for the news topic classification), SST2
was constructed for the sentiment analysis. The
sentiment of a text largely depends on whether few
specific sentiment words occur in the text. All
the sentiment words in a text would be masked
with high probability when a large masking rate
is applied, which makes it hard for any model to
correctly predict the sentiment of the masked texts.
Results of the Empirical Robustness

As mentioned in the introduction, if a relatively
small proportion of words are perturbed (relative
to the masking rate ρ), then it is highly unlikely
that all of the perturbed words can survive from
the random masking. As the value of ρ decreases,
we have to make sure that the following risk probability is greater than 0.5 for any text x; otherwise
more than 50% masked copies of x will contain all
the perturbed words, which easily causes the base
classifier f to make mistakes, and so does g.
P(x, ρ, γ) =

(1−γ)hx
(1−γ−ρ)hx


/

hx
ρhx



MCB
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
N/A

MCR%
5.26
5.26
5.26
5.56
7.41
8.00
10.00
N/A

Table 2: Robustness certificates on SST2 with different
masking rates ρ. The maximum median certified robustness (MCB) was achieved when ρ = 70% or 80%.
We use the model (highlighted in bold) when evaluating the empirical robustness against adversarial attacks
because ρ = 30% gives the better classification.

Table 1: Robustness certificates on AGNEWS with different masking rates ρ. The maximum median certified
robustness (MCB) was achieved when using ρ = 90%
or 95%. We use the model (highlighted in bold) when
evaluating the empirical robustness against adversarial
attacks. “MCR” denotes the median certified rate.

5.3

Rate ρ% Accuracy%
20
92.4
92.4
30
40
91.2
50
89.3
60
84.3
70
83.3
80
81.4
90
49.6

(19)

where γ is the maximum percentage of words that
can be perturbed. For AGNEWS dataset, this risk
probability is very close to zero when ρ = 90% no
matter what the value of γ is applied. We use the
average length of texts in a dataset (instead of each
text) to estimate the risk probability. For SST2,
this risk probability is approximately equal to 0.5
when ρ = 30%. To reduce this risk, we designed
a new sampling strategy in which the probability
of a word being masked corresponds to its output
probability of a BERT-based language model (LM).
Generally, the higher the output probability of a
word is, the lower the probability that this word is
perturbed. We would like to retain the words that
have not been perturbed as much as possible. This
LM-based sampling instead of that based on the
uniform distribution was used to evaluate the empirical results on SST2. Note that LM-based sampling
is unnecessary when evaluating on AGNEWS.
In the following experiments, we consider two
ensemble methods (Cheng et al., 2020): logitssummed ensemble (logit) and majority-vote ensemble (vote). In the “logit” method, we take the average of the logits produced by the base classifier
f over all the individual random samples as the
final prediction. In the “vote” strategy, we simply
count the votes for each class label. The following
metrics are used to report the empirical results:
• The clean accuracy (Cln) is the classification
accuracy achieved on the clean texts x.
• The robust accuracy (Boa) is the accuracy of
a classifier achieved under a certain attack.
• The success rate (Succ) is the number of texts
successfully perturbed by an attack algorithm
(causing the model to make errors) divided by
all the number of texts to be attempted.

Method

Cln%
Baseline (RoBERTa)
93.9
PGD-10 (Madry et al., 2018)
95.0
FreeLB (Zhu et al., 2020)
93.9
Adv-Hotflip (Ebrahimi et al., 2018) 93.4
Adversarial Data Augmentation
93.3
RanMASK-90% (logit)
89.1
RanMASK-90% (vote)
91.2

TextFooler
BERT-Attack
DeepWordBug
Boa% Succ% Cln% Boa% Succ% Cln% Boa% Succ%
15.8
83.2
94.7
26.7
71.8
94.2
33.0
65.0
22.3
76.5
95.3
30.0
68.5
94.9
38.8
59.1
24.6
73.8
95.3
28.3
70.3
93.7
44.0
53.0
21.3
77.2
93.9
26.8
71.5
94.6
37.6
60.3
23.7
74.6
92.3
39.1
57.6
93.8
49.7
47.0
42.7
52.1
88.5
30.0
66.1
89.8
45.4
45.4
55.1
39.6
89.1
41.1
53.9
90.3
57.5
36.0

Table 3: Empirical results on AGNEWS. RanMASK-90% with the “vote” ensemble method achieved the best
results on the robust accuracy under all three different attack algorithm, indicating that RanMASK can defend
against both word substitution-based attacks and character-level perturbations.
Method

Cln%
Baseline (RoBERTa)
94.3
PGD-10 (Madry et al., 2018)
94.0
FreeLB (Zhu et al., 2020)
93.7
Adv-Hotflip (Ebrahimi et al., 2018) 94.3
91.0
Adversarial Data Augmentation
RanMASK-30% (vote)
92.7
RanMASK-30% (vote) + LM
90.6

TextFooler
BERT-Attack
DeepWordBug
Boa% Succ% Cln% Boa% Succ% Cln% Boa% Succ%
5.4
94.3
93.9
6.2
93.4
94.7
17.0
82.1
5.6
94.0
94.4
5.6
94.1
92.9
18.3
80.3
13.9
85.2
93.8
10.4
89.0
93.0
23.7
74.5
12.3
87.0
93.8
11.4
87.9
93.3
23.4
74.9
9.6
89.5
88.2
16.9
80.8
91.8
23.5
74.4
12.9
86.1
93.0
11.4
87.7
92.7
27.5
70.3
23.4
74.2
90.4
22.8
74.8
91.0
41.7
53.1

Table 4: Empirical results on SST2. RanMASK-30% with the “vote” ensemble method and the LM-based sampling
strategy achieved the best results on the robust accuracy under all three different attack algorithm.

We evaluate the empirical robustness under testtime attacks by using TextAttack2 framework (Morris et al., 2020) with three black-box, score-based
attack algorithms: TextFooler (Jin et al., 2020),
BERT-Attack (Li et al., 2020), and DeepWordBug
(Gao et al., 2018). TextFooler and BERT-Attack
adversarially perturb the text inputs by the wordlevel substitutions, while DeepWordBug performs
the character-level perturbations to the inputs.
The results of the empirical robustness on AGNEWS listed shown in Table 3. RanMASK-90%
consistently performs better than the competitors
under all the three attack algorithms on the robust
accuracy while suffering little performance drop on
the clean data. The empirical results on SST2 are
reported in Table 4, and we found similar trends as
those on AGNEWS, especially for those when the
LM-based sampling was applied. The results for
both datasets show that our RanMASK consistently
achieves better robust accuracy while suffering little loss on the original clean data.
5.4

Comparison with SAFER

We report in Table 5 the empirical robustness of
RanMASK on AGNEWS compared with SAFER,
a very recently proposed certified defense (Ye
et al., 2020). From these numbers, we found that
RanMASK outperforms SAFER under the setting
2

https://github.com/QData/TextAttack

TextFooler
Cln% Boa%
Baseline (BERT)
93.0 5.6
SAFER (logit)
94.6 26.1
RanMASK-5% (logit)
94.4 13.2
91.3 47.3
RanMASK-90% (logit)
SAFER (vote)
95.4 78.6
93.9 68.6
RanMASK-5% (vote)
RanMASK-5% (vote) + LM 94.8 71.4
RanMASK-90% (vote)
90.3 51.9
Method

DWB
Cln% Boa%
94.3 16.6
95.1 31.9
94.8 23.4
89.2 39.6
95.2 78.4
95.3 77.1
93.8 80.3
90.4 51.8

Table 5: Empirical results of RanMASK on AGNEWS
compared with SAFER under two attack algorithms:
TextFooler and DeepWordBug (denoted as “DWB”).

where the “logit” ensemble is used, while SAFER
slightly performs better than RanMASK when using the “vote” ensemble for the predictions under
the attack of TextFooler. However, this comparison is not direct and fair. First, SAFER makes
use of the same synonym table used by TextFooler.
Second, we found that different smoothing defense
methods behave quite differently as the ensemble
method is changed from the “vote” to the “logit.”
Typical score-based attack algorithms, such as
TextFooler and DeepWordBug, usually use two
steps to craft adversarial examples: greedily identify the most vulnerable position to change; modify
it slightly to maximize the model’s prediction error.
This two-step would be repeated iteratively until
the model’s prediction changes. If the “majorityvote” method is used, the class distributions pro-

duced by the models trained with SAFER would be
quite sharp, even close to one-hot categorical distribution3 , which hinders the adversaries to peek the
changes in the model’s predictions by a small perturbation on the input, ending up trapped in local
minima. This forces the adversaries to launch the
decision-based attacks (Maheshwary et al., 2020)
instead of the score-based ones, which can dramatically affect the resulting attack success rates. If
the “logit” ensemble method is used or the attack
algorithm is designed to perturb more than one
word at a time, the empirical robustness of SAFER
will drop significantly. Therefore, it is unfair to
compare “majority vote”-based ensemble defense
methods with others when conducting empirical experiments. We believe these methods will greatly
improve model’s defense performance, but we recommend using “logit” ensemble methods if one
needs to prove the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm against textual adversarial attacks in future
research.
We also found the same phenomenon in experiments with a relatively low mask rate, e.g.,
RanMASK-5%, seeing Table 5. RanMASK-5%
with “vote” ensemble achieves outstanding defense
performance against both TextFooler and DeepWordBug since it also forces a score-based adversary to launch the decision-based attacks. However, if the “logit” ensemble method is used for
RanMASK-5%, the Boa% has drop a lot. In this
case (“logit”), RanMASK-90% performs better
than RanMASK-5% and SAFER as expected.

6

Conclusion

In this study, we propose a smoothing-based certified defense method for NLP models to substantially improve the robust accuracy against different threat models, including synonym substitutionbased transformations and character-level perturbations. The main advantage of our method is that
we do not base the certified robustness on the unrealistic assumption that the defenders know how
the adversaries generate synonyms. We demon3

In contrast to SAFER, the class distributions produced by
the models trained with RanMASK are relatively smoother
than those with SAFER. We estimated the average entropy
of the distributions predicted by SAFER and RanMASK on
1, 000 test samples selected randomly from AGNEWS. When
TextFooler starts to attack, the average entropy of SAFER’s
predictions is 0.006, while those of RanMASK’s are 0.025,
0.036, 0.102, and 0.587 when ρ = 5%, 10%, 50%, and 90%
respectively. Note that the greater the entropy is, the smoother
the distribution will be.

strated through extensive experimentation that our
smoothed classifiers outperform existing empirical
and certified defenses across different datasets.
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